**Graph 7.2.1** Interview results for question 7: “When conducting archaeological fieldwork, do you, or the organisation with which you are affiliated, follow a set of established archaeological guidelines?”

- **Yes**: 92%
- **No**: 8%
Graph 7.2.2 Interview results for question 8: “Are you, or the organisation with which you are affiliated, required to report the findings of an archaeological investigation to a governing body?”
Graph 7.2.3 Interview results for question 10: “Do the excavation methods you use vary according to the type of archaeological site you are working on?”

92% Yes
8% No
Graph 7.2.4 Interview results for question 11: “Do you, or the organisation with which you are affiliated, have an excavation manual?”

- Yes: 87%
- No: 13%
Graph 7.2.5 Interview results for question 12: “When excavating an archaeological site, do you follow the excavation procedures outlined in your organisation’s excavation manual, or do you excavate according to your own methodological preferences?”

- 72% Excavation Manual
- 28% Own Methodological Preferences
Graph 7.2.6 Interview results for question 13: “Please rate each of the following factors by the extent to which they influence your selection of an excavation method. 1= Most Influence. 5= Least Influence.”
Graph 7.2.7 Interview results for question 15: “Do the recording techniques you use vary according to the type of archaeological site you are working on?”

- Yes: 85%
- No: 15%
Graph 7.2.8 Interview results for question 16: “Do you, or the organisation with which you are affiliated, have an archaeological recording manual?”

- Yes: 87%
- No: 13%
Graph 7.2.9 Interview results for question 17: “When recording an archaeological site, do you follow the recording procedures outlined in your organisation’s recording manual, or do you record according to your own methodological preferences?”
Graph 7.2.10 Interview results for question 18: “Do you, or the organisation with which you are affiliated, use pro-formas when recording archaeological data?”

97% Yes
3% No
Graph 7.2.11 Interview results for question 19: “When recording the excavation of a negative feature, which of the following recording techniques would you choose to use?”